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PISA 2015 results:
Once again, we are at or below average

VIEWING EDUCATION PERFORMANCE AND EQUITY IN THE UNITED STATES THROUGH THE PRISM OF PISA 2015

t Figure 2.2 t
Mean science performance in the United States and selected PISA 2015
participants, at national and subnational levels
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1. Please note that results for the province of Quebec in this table should be treated with caution due to a possible non-response bias (see Annex A4 in OECD [2016a] for further
details).
2. Puerto Rico is an unincorporated territory of the United States. As such, PISA results for the United States do not include Puerto Rico.
Note: OECD countries are shown in bold black. Partner countries and economies are shown in bold blue.
Regions are shown in black italics (OECD countries) or blue italics (partner countries)
Countries and economies are ranked in descending order of mean science performance.
Source: OECD, PISA 2015 Database, Table I.2.14.
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Box 2.1 A context for comparing the United States to other PISA participants
This box compares the United States to the four high-performing countries/economies discussed in this report:
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Where to look for solutions? Teacher practice
has more influence on children’s achievement
than any other in-school factor
Vigorous public debates,
~$25 billion invested
• Standards
• Assessment
• Curriculum
• Teacher Prep
• STEM Schools
• Charters
• PD

Student learning

Everyday practice of teachers

What kind of science teaching
does the American system
support?
Rela%ve strengths

Serious struggles

• Overall organization of lessons

• Lack of student engagement

• Clear learning goals

• Content presented as facts, definitions,
algorithms

• Frequent, high-interest activity

• Few connections between activity and
science ideas

• General respect for students’
ideas

• Student ideas not used as resources, no
challenging of ideas
• Questioning and discourse the weakest
aspect of classroom practice

Corcoran & Gerry, 2011; Kane & Staiger, 2012; Pasley, 2002; Roth et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2003

Role of teacher has to shift to Supporting
changes in student thinking over time
Ø Support students in revising
explanations and models, over
time.
Ø Create opportunities, every
day, for students’ sensemaking talk.
Ø Help students learn to identify
and manage resources to do
this work (science ideas, their
own ideas, science practices,
tools, materials, information,
etc.) .

But what can “anchor” all this sense-making,
modeling, explaining, & use of resources?

Sophomore biology: Why
did my aunt get breast
cancer and will it spread?

6th grade: Why are solar
eclipses predictable and so
rare?

5th grade: How can a singer
break a glass with just the
sound from his voice?

AP Chemistry: Where does
the heat go when I pour out
my coffee and why?

Kindergarten: How can
someone little push someone
big off the end of a slide?

8th grade: Why are killer whale
populations in Puget Sound
declining?

Anchoring Events: They support sustained
intellectual work on complex problem.
AE= puzzling event or process whose full
explanation requires a wide range of science
ideas to be coordinated with one another and
with evidence.

Video examples
• By the way, we use different terms so
don’t be confused (these are all the same):
– Anchoring phenomenon
– Anchoring event
– Puzzling event
– Puzzling phenomenon
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Anchoring events require students to coordinate many
different science ideas in order to explain them (a singer
shatters glass with his voice)
Sound as
compression waves

Sounds transferring
energy through
gases, liquids, solids

Air as medium of
transmission

Resonance

Propagation of
sound waves in all
directions at once

Conservation of
energy

What happened after wolves were re-introduced
to Yellowstone?
1995

Ravens

2015

Aspen
Elk
Young aspen
trees

Prong-horned deer

Bears

Coyote
Elk

Beaver

Water birds

Cut-throat
trout

Boreal chorus frog

Short willow
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How could the re-introduction of so few wolves to Yellowstone,
cause such dramatic changes in the ecosystem?

Carrying capacity

Niches

Trophic levels and
energy

General
phenomena

Population dynamics

Competition for
resources

Interdependence of
organisms

Contextualized
phenomena

• How are volcanoes
formed?

• Why do Mt. Rainier and
Hawaiian volcanoes erupt
differently?

• How organisms
interact in an
ecosystem?

• Why did the re-introduction
of wolves change the
Yellowstone ecosystem so
dramatically?

• What is homeostasis
• What’s happening to a high
and why is it important
school cross country runner
to our body?
before, during, and after a
heat stroke?
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Our “checklist” for finding good anchoring events +
essential question
It is a phenomenon,
something that unfolds over
time (it’s not a theme)
It is a contextualized
situation, takes place at a
particular time, under unique
circumstances

Topic is “cells as units of life”

Explanation requires many
core science ideas to be
integrated with one another
Students can pull together core
ideas in different ways to
explain

Why did I get skin cancer from too
much sun? Will it spread?

Caution, not every valuable
science idea associated with a
topic (like ecosystems or forces
and motion) can be taught in the
context of your anchoring event.
Some of these ideas have to be
taught “separately.”
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Examine the explanation for the
singer (sound energy) and the
activities that match up with it
(pick just one of the three below)

During a 3-week unit, how might a teacher:
Ø Support students in creating explanations and models?
Ø Create opportunities for students’ sense-making talk?
Ø Help students learn to identify and manage resources to
do this work (science ideas, their own ideas, science
practices, tools, materials, information, etc.)?
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The planning process: Designing engaging
units of instruction (~3 weeks)

Goals
• Make learning meaningful and relevant
for ALL students
• Select only the most important science
ideas to spend time on
• Engage students in sustained work on
complex problems of explanation and
modeling (this is the core of your work)
• Make the trajectory of the unit coherent
for students (ideas build on one another)
• Plan to help students revise ideas over
time

How most of America’s
curriculum is developed…
Missing are all the steps
that help you plan for
rigor, engagement,
coherence of experiences
for students….

Select topic

Creating assortment of
activities

We’ll
introduce
this idea

Do a lab and a
worksheet on
this other idea

Do a
lecture on
this other
idea

Give a
quiz

Goes on for
two more
weeks >>>

Students will perceive each idea as being in its
own “silo,” un-connected to other ideas.
Teachers will NOT have to change their
pedagogy because NGSS standards can just be
items that are “checked off” throughout the
unit. This is happening all over the country.

Select topic

Creating assortment of
activities

We’ll
introduce
this idea

Do a lab and a
worksheet on
this other idea

Do a
lecture on
this other
idea

Give a
quiz

Goes on for
two more
weeks >>>

“Ideas appear to most children as a
miscellany of unrelated facts. The
bigger picture only unfolds for those
who stay the course to the end.
Lacking a vision of the goal, however,
the result is akin to being on a journey
on ‘a train with blacked-out windows
— you know you are going
somewhere but only the train driver
knows where.”
Osborne, J. & Dillon, J. (2008).
Science Education in Europe: Critical
Reflections. A Report to the Nuffield
Foundation. Kings College London.

LIKE BEING ON A TRAIN WITH THE WINDOWS
BLACKED OUT…

Purposeful design of units
1
Select topic
2
Select anchoring
event

Identify big ideas in
standards and curriculum

3
Develop explanation
for event
4
Line up learning activities
with explanation

What are the important ideas?
Ideas from
Standards
(in full
sentences)
Idea with
greatest
explanatory
power

Ideas from
Curriculum
(in full sentences)

Idea with
greatest
explanatory
power

If my students could
understand these
ideas, then they could
explain most other big
ideas in this unit…

“Mo,ons of the mantle
and its plates occur
primarily through thermal
convec,on (cycling of
ma2er due to the
outward ﬂow of [heat]
energy from earth’s
interior and gravita,onal
movement of denser
materials inward)”.

The thinking that goes behind wri,ng this in a
full sentence rewards the teacher with a
much more clariﬁed set of goals for
instruc,on (be2er than the middle s,ckynote)

This prioritizing process can also be
done by writing science ideas on cards
and sorting them
“We struggled
with it, but it was
really valuable”
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You’ve prioritized your big science
ideas, got a great anchoring event,
now what?
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What the last
30 years of
research tell
us…

Which of these conditions for learning are
supported by having an anchoring event?

Let’s add modeling and evidence-based
explana,ons into our system of instruc,on

Our students produce models that are always
pictorial, and of events that can have more
than one viable explanation.

4th grade
Sound energy

11th grade
Force & motion

8th grade
Gas laws

Models always label what is
unobservable to explain what
is observable
Air molecules
outside tanker
exert pressure

Friction forces
allow runner to
push off the wall

Sound waves cause
glass to vibrate,
resonate
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Can AP Chem
students do what
Kindergarteners
can? Yes.
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Modeling means revising in
response to new evidence, ideas

Kevin’s initial model
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Kevin’s model later

Avoid creating “posters”

Modeling is not just drawing.
If students are reproducing
something that could be found
in any textbook, then it is not
modeling.
If there is nothing genuinely
puzzling or students all have
the same models, it is not
modeling (we call this
“posterizing”).

The Rock Cycle

Why is modeling a valued practice? It’s
not so kids to act like “little scientists”
• It makes students’ thinking
visible to you
• Allows students to show
more of what they currently
know in variety of ways
• Makes their reasoning
available to their peers
• Helps students see that it is
valuable to change their
thinking in response to new
evidence and ideas
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You don’t have to do
models every unit
•

Could ask students to
create initial lists of
hypotheses, then add to,
delete, join them as unit
goes along.

•

Teacher asks: Why did my
aunt get breast cancer?

Revising in principled ways
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Ensemble of practices =
Investigation + modeling +
arguing from evidence
(scaffolding how to change models
in response to evidence)

“We think
according to
our sneakers
and socks
activity it
supports part
of our model,
but we would
like to change
that sneakers
matter and
traction with
the wall and
ground matters
should be
added to make
it even more
accurate.”

When the stops are
released he is pulled
upward because the
helium is lighter than
the air and it has an
upward force. There
is enough helium to
pull the weight of the
chair and his body
up.

Before and
after template
for 9th grade
unit on forces
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The forces acting directly on
Eric are gravity pulling him to
the earth and the normal force
of the chair preventing him from
falling by pushing up on him.
The helium balloons are
providing buoyant forces but
the balloons are only directly
acting on the ropes. The ropes
have a tension force that is
holding the chair up. Only the
chair is acting directly on Eric. In
the experiment with the ball
and the water, the ball floated
on top of the water because it
was like the balloons because it
had a buoyant force.
Panel 1 of this student’s initial model

Panel 1 of this student’s final model
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The “arc” of a
unit on sound
energy
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Modeling and revising
explanations

Where might
students get the
chance to engage
in other science
practices?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Asking questions
Planning and carrying out
investigations
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and
computational thinking
Engaging in argument from
evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and
communicating information

Role of teacher has to shift to Supporting
changes in student thinking over time
Ø Support students in revising
explanations and models, over
time.
Ø Create opportunities, every
day, for students’ sensemaking talk.
Ø Help students learn to identify
and manage resources to do
this work (science ideas, their
own ideas, science practices,
tools, materials, information,
etc.) .

Discussion time
• What seemed to be the
trade-offs involved in
planning and teaching,
using an “anchoring
event?”
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